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ABSTRACT: Fluorescent-magnetic particles (FMPs) play important
roles in modern materials, especially as nanoscale devices in the
biomedical field. The interesting features of FMPs are attributed to
their dual detection ability, i.e., fluorescent and magnetic modes.
Functionalization of FMPs can be performed using several types of
polymers, allowing their use in various applications. The synergistic
potentials for unique multifunctional, multilevel targeting nanoscale
devices as well as combination therapies make them particularly
attractive for biomedical applications. However, the synthesis of FMPs
is challenging and must be further developed. In this review article, we
summarized the most recent representative works on polymer-based
FMP systems that have been applied particularly in the bioanalytical
field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To date, hybrid and/or composite particles bearing remote
manipulations of particulate motion in a fast, simple, and
precise manner, which is of practical significance in biomedical
applications, have been urgently required. For instance,
integrating fluorescent and magnetic properties into one entity
is of great interest in various systems, such as bioimaging,
diagnostics, and therapeutics.1−6 A number of recent articles
have addressed several methods used to fabricate multifunc-
tional particles with the goal of optimizing fluorescent
characteristics as well as magnetic or superparamagnetic
properties.7−14 Well-characterized fluorescent-magnetic colloi-
dal particles (FMPs) can serve as fluorescent markers that can
be controlled by an external magnetic field as shown in Figure
1.
The process in Figure 1 illustrates the use of FMPs in

bioanalytical applications, e.g., diagnosis and therapy of a target
cancer cell (Cell 1) in the presence of the other cells (Cells 2
and 3). The colloidal FMPs conjugated with specific targeting
groups, i.e., antibodies, can be incubated with the mixture of
cancer cells followed by magnetic separation and two detection
modes, i.e., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluo-
rescence analysis. According to the specific antigen labeled on
the cell surfaces, the circulating cancer cells can be detected.
The high potential FMPs can be used as a therapeutic agent
based on magnetolytic therapy, i.e., cancer cells are killed by
heat generated from magnetism. Moreover, the FMPs can carry
drugs, which will be released with a specific profile to the target
cells.

Besides conventional organic dye molecules, e.g., pyrene,
rhodamine, and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), fluorescent
inorganic nanoparticles, e.g., quantum dots (QDs), can be
incorporated inside the FMPs. Each kind of fluorophore has
some advantages and limitations.5,8 Although organic dyes are
widely applied in life sciences, several problems, e.g., broad
spectral features, short lifetimes, photobleaching, decomposi-
tion, and potential cytotoxicity are encountered. Compared
with organic dyes, QDs provide high photostability, size-
dependent emissions, high quantum yields, and narrow
emission bandwidths. However, QDs have not been universally
accepted because of their inherent toxic elements (Hg, Cd, Se,
Te, In, As, and Pb), chemical instability, and complex
conjugation chemistry.
In the past five years, there have been several review articles

published on aspects of FMPs ranging from chemical synthesis
to surface engineering for biomedical uses.7,9−14 The obstacle
in the combination of fluorophore and magnetic nanoparticles
(MNPs) is that fluorescence quenching occurred via an energy
transfer process when a fluorophore directly contacts with or is
in proximity to the metal oxide surface. For this phenomenon
to be avoided, the intermediate layer or spacer is added to
separate the magnet and fluorophore, leading to a magnetic
core-fluorescent shell morphology.15−17 Generally, polymer
could be used as a matrix, stable isolating layer, or spacer prior
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to conjugation with fluorophore molecules. This polymeric
layer is preferably employed due to its ease for further
functionalization, which makes FMPs useful in advanced
bioanalytical applications.14,18−21 The core−shell structure of
FMPs can be both symmetric and asymmetric in shape.
Anisotropic-shaped FMPs, i.e., hemispherical, dumbbell-like
and/or snowman-like morphologies, have been studied.22,23

Such architecture reduces the contact of combined individual
components such that their magnetic and fluorescent finger-
print properties are not interfered. The hybrid particles
showing high potential in nanotechnological applications have
rarely been reported.22,23

In this review, the focus was on conventional, potential, and
recent methods used for the preparation of polymer-based
colloidal FMPs with both symmetric as well as asymmetric
morphologies published in the time period of 2005−2015. The
methods are based on two strategies: encapsulation of
fluorophore together with MNPs and polymer-coated magnetic
core immobilized with fluorescent entities. The techniques used
for synthesis of nano- and micron-sized Janus FMPs were
emphasized. The methods to avoid fluorescence quenching
effect and releasing of fluorescent dyes from polymer particles
were systematically presented. Recent progresses of the
polymeric FMPs in bioanalytical applications, i.e., in vitro and
in vivo cell labeling and imaging, bioseparation, and in vivo
diagnostics and therapy (theranostics), were also described. In
addition, the fabricated FMPs for enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect and the accelerated clearance phenom-
enon were included. Abbreviations used in this review are listed
in Table 1.

2. PREPARATION OF FMPS
On the basis of the methods used for the preparation of
magnetic and/or fluorescent polymeric particles, the encapsu-
lation of MNPs and fluorescent dye inside the same particle
prior to surface modification with other active molecules via
chemical and/or physical reactions is widely used for the FMP
preparation.24−28 However, this preparative route can reduce or

interfere with the functionality of each unit, especially the
fluorescence quenching effect. Another strategy to prepare
FMPs is a polymer-coated magnetic core immobilized with
fluorescent entities.

2.1. Encapsulation of Fluorophores Together with a
Magnetic Substance. The encapsulation or incorporation of
fluorophores together with MNPs in one particle is the easiest
way to produce FMPs. The MNPs and fluorophore dispersed
in nano- or micron-sized polymer particles can be fabricated by
means of emulsion and/or miniemulsion polymerization, layer-
by-layer (LbL) technique, solvent evaporation, and a micro-
fluidic device for large quantity production (Table 2).12,29−36

Although morphology of FMPs prepared by this concept can
improve the properties of MNPs and prevent the MNPs from
leaching to the media, the fluorescence quenching due to the
close inclusion of magnetic and fluorescent domains is a serious
concern.
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) entrapping superpar-

amagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION), manganese-
doped zinc sulfide (Mn:ZnS) QDs, and anticancer drug
(busulfan) was synthesized via the emulsion-evaporation
process. Dichloromethane solution of PLGA, oleic acid
(OA)-modified SPION, Mn:ZnS QDs, and busulfan were
mixed with a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) aqueous solution. After
ultrasonication of oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion and solvent
evaporation, FMPs with PVA as a stabilizer were formed.
Loading SPION and Mn:ZnS QDs in a PLGA vesicle was
clearly demonstrated under a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). The fluorescent spectra of the synthesized FMPs
revealed the characteristic peak of fluorescence emission at 599
nm originating from the loaded Mn:ZnS QDs, which facilitated
further imaging applications.35

The LbL technique is another way to encapsulate CdTe QDs
and MNPs inside polymer capsules as demonstrated in Figure
2A.29 The wall of the capsule was first formed by coating
alternate layers of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes (PEs),
i.e., poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and poly(allylamine hydro-
chloride) (PAH), on a melamine formaldehyde (MF) core.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of multifunctional FMPs used in bioanalytical applications, i.e., cell targeting, separation, imaging, and therapy.
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Then, the core particle was etched before infiltration of CdTe
and Fe3O4 nanoparticles into the preformed PE capsules.
Using this technique, MNPs were entrapped in the capsule

and existed on the capsule wall because of the electrostatic
interaction between acidic moieties of the stabilizers and amino

groups of PAH molecules. No leakage of MNPs into the
surrounding solution was found, and the images of nano-
particle-loaded capsules observed using a confocal laser
scanning microscope TCS Leica in transmission (left column)
and luminescence (right column, excitation wavelength 476
nm) modes are shown in Figure 2B. This aforementioned
method is simple and allows for the fabrication of different
types of multifunctional capsules. However, its drawback was
the use of QDs whose fluorescence does not last for more than
2 weeks in physiological buffer solutions.29

In another promising method, MNPs and fluorophore were
embedded together with in situ polymerization.12 MNPs and
N-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-perylene-3,4-dicarbonacidimide
(PMI) were encapsulated in polystyrene-co-acrylic acid (PS-co-
AA) matrix by the three-step miniemulsion process. The

Table 1. Summary of Abbreviations

abbreviation name

AA acrylic acid
CET Cetuximab
CMC carboxymethyl chitosan
CS chitosan
DTX docetaxel
EGF epidermal growth factor
EPR enhanced permeability and retention
FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate
FMNHs fluorescent magnetic nanohybrids
FMPs fluorescent-magnetic colloidal particles
GMA glycidyl methacrylate
HEMA 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
HFMA 2,2,3,4,4,4-hexafluorobutyl methacrylate
LbL layer-by-layer
MNPs magnetic nanoparticles
MPNPs magnetic polymeric nanoparticles
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MW molecular weight
NIPAM or NIPAAM N-isopropylacrylamide
OA oleic acid
OPE oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene)
PAH poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
PCL poly(ε-caprolactone)
PE polyelectrolyte
PEG poly(ethylene glycol)
Phen 1,10-phenanthroline
PLGA poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
PMAA poly(methacrylic acid)
PMI N-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-perylene-3,4-

dicarbonacidimide
PS polystyrene
PSS poly(styrenesulfonate)
PSSS poly(sodium-4-styrenesulfonate)
PVA poly(vinyl alcohol)
Py-PEG pyrene polyethylene glycol
QDs quantum dots
RAFT reversible addition−fragmentation chain transfer
SPION superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle
St styrene
TCL thermally cross-linked polymer
VBK 9-(4-vinylbenzyl-9H-carbazole)

Table 2. FMPs Prepared using Encapsulation of Fluorophore together with a Magnetic Substance

polymer fluorophore magnetic species method ref

PLGA Mn:ZnS QDs Fe3O4 emulsion-evaporation method 35
PSS and PAH CdTe QDs Fe3O4 layer-by-layer technique 29
PS-co-AA PMI Fe3O4 three-step miniemulsion process 12
PCL-b-PMAA pyrene MnFe2O4 nanoemulsion method 30
PEG-diacrylate rhodamine B Fe3O4 microfluidic device-based method 31
poly(styrene-b-allyl alcohol) (PS16-b-
PAA10)

pyrene hydrophobic MNPs solvent evaporation-based method 33

PS 1-pyrene carboxaldehyde Janus magnetic emulsion swelling diffusion method 36
PS fluorescein

dimethacrylate
OA-coated MNPs having Triton X-405 at the
surface

in situ seed emulsion
polymerization

36

Figure 2. (A) Fabrication of microcapsule and encapsulation of CdTe
QDs and Fe3O4 nanoparticles via the LbL technique. (B) CdTe and
Fe3O4-loaded microcapsules were aligned in a magnetic field. The
images were obtained with a confocal laser scanning microscope TCS
Leica operating in transmission (left column) and in luminescence
(right column, excitation wavelength 476 nm) modes. Reproduced
with permission from ref 29. Copyright 2004 American Chemical
Society.
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obtained particles showed homogeneity with magnetic content
up to 40 wt % and demonstrated fluorescent properties of PMI
in cell labeling applications. The pores of these particles were
large enough to accommodate both MNPs and PMI fluorescent
dye. Similarly, water-soluble nanohybrid FMPs consisting of
MnFe2O4 magnetic nanocrystals encapsulated in pyrene-labeled
poly(ε-caprolactone)-b-poly(methacrylic acid) (PCL-b-PMAA)
as a surfactant were synthesized by the nanoemulsion
method.30 The pyrene-labeled PCL-b-PMAA was first synthe-
sized as a phase transfer agent. By using this amphiphilic block
copolymer as a surfactant, the MNPs and pyrene-labeled
groups were forced to gather inside the polymer particles.
FMPs (112 nm) surrounding active functional groups
(−COOH and − COO−) showed a response to both a
magnetic field and emitting fluorescence signal. To potentially
use the prepared FMPs as a cancer-imaging probe, antibody
(Cetuximab) was further conjugated on the surface of the
particles.
For a large quantity of FMPs with micron-sized regime to be

produced, the microfluidic device-based method was then
introduced.31,32 For example, Yuet et al. prepared a hydrogel
microparticle possessing fluorescent and magnetic properties
on opposite sides, which was called the Janus particle.31 The
term “Janus” was inspired from the Roman God Janus, with two
heads placed back to back, looking to the future and the past.
This term was extended to encompass colloidal particles that
have different properties at opposite sides. This asymmetrical
morphology offers unique features and provides advanced
multifunctionality, e.g., composition, hydrophobicity, and
hydrophilicity, combined and modular functionalities, which
enable important applications unavailable to their symmetrical
counterparts.22,23 The principle of this technique relies on a Y-
shaped channel to form a two-phase monomer stream with a
planar sheath-flow geometry. Monodisperse droplets are easily
formed at the junction of the microchannels by controlling the
flow rates of the dispersed and continuous phases as shown in
Figure 3A. Two streams of mineral oil sheared off
monodisperse droplets of two UV curable polymeric streams:
(i) nonmagnetic poly(ethylene glycol)-diacrylate solution
(PEG-DA) containing rhodamine B fluorescent dye and (ii)
PEG-DA solution containing MNPs. Downstream of the flow-
focusing region and a step-change in the channel height from
20 to 70 μm allowed the droplets to relax into spheres, which
were subsequently polymerized upon UV irradiation.
Figure 3B displays that the Janus spherical particles having

separately located rhodamine B and MNPs inside particle (48
μm) were generated at a throughput of ca.105 particles per
hour. This controllable field-driven assembly of the particles
can be potentially used as building blocks to construct targeted,
superstructures for tissue engineering. This method also
showed the ability to generate multifunctional Janus particles
with great design flexibilities: (a) direct encapsulation and
precise spatial distribution of biological substances and (b)
selective surface functionalization in a particle. Although these
monodisperse particles are promptly used in tissue engineering,
their ability to self-assemble with tunable anisotropic
configurations makes them an intriguing material for several
exciting areas of research such as photonic crystals, novel
microelectronic architecture, and sensing.
Although the microfluidic methods based on a phase

separation strategy can be scaled-up to produce a large quantity
of Janus FMPs in a continuous fashion, the sizes of the resulting
particles are relatively large ranging from one to hundreds of

micrometers due to the relatively large fluidic channels. Thus,
another improved method to produce nanohybrid FMPs with
Janus morphology, i.e., the solvent evaporation method, was
introduced as schematically illustrated in Figure 4A.33

MNPs and pyrene-labeled poly(styrene-b-allyl alcohol) were
dissolved in chloroform and then emulsified in aqueous
medium in the presence of PVA as stabilizer. After slow
evaporation of solvent, phase separation between MNPs and
fluorescent-labeled polymer matrix occurred, leading to the
formation of spherical FMPs containing MNPs located on one
side and fluorescent molecules on the other side. The
orientation of hybrid nanoparticles was controlled by an

Figure 3. (A) Schematic illustration of Janus particle synthesis in a
flow-focusing microfluidic device. (B) Digital camera and correspond-
ing fluorescence (insert) images of magnetic Janus particles generated
from coflowing streams of polymer, one containing MNPs and the
other containing rhodamine B. The scale bars are 100 μm. (C)
Scanning electron microscope and DIC (upper right insert) images of
dried Janus particles. Reproduced with permission from ref 31.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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external magnetic field, and the fluorescent signal was observed
as shown in Figure 4B.
Additionally, nanosized Janus FMPs can be fabricated using

the swelling-diffusion and the in situ seed emulsion polymer-
ization method. In the swelling-diffusion process, Janus

magnetic emulsion was prepared via emulsion polymerization
in the presence of St monomer and oil-soluble 2,2′-azobis(2-
isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) initiator. It was subsequently used as
seed, which allowed the diffusion of 1-pyrenecarboxaldehyde
(PyCHO) fluorescent dye dissolved in organic solvent after
incubating overnight. After solvent evaporation, Janus FMPs
were obtained. Both the type and quantity of organic solvents
were important parameters to produce the particles with high
fluorescence intensity as well as to maintain Janus morphology.
Well-defined Janus morphology and narrow size distribution of
Janus particles were obtained only when THF was used. In the
case of the in situ seed emulsion polymerization method,
styrene (St), fluorescein dimethacrylate (FDMA), and AIBN
were used as main monomer, fluorescent comonomer, and
initiator, respectively, whereas OA-coated MNPs possessing
Triton X-405 at the surface were applied as a seed emulsion.
Because of the incompatibility of magnetic seed emulsion and
PS, phase separation between polymer and magnetic emulsion
was enhanced. Confocal microscopy confirmed the strong
fluorescence intensities of the hybrid particles prepared via both
techniques. However, the advantage of the in situ seed
emulsion polymerization method involved the uniform
distribution of dye along the polymer backbone via chemical
bonding, which inhibited the leakage of fluorescent dye out of
the particle.36

2.2. Polymer-Coated Magnetic Core Immobilized with
Fluorescent Entities. Coating the polymer shell on a single or
aggregated MNP core before introducing fluorophore offers a
promising solution to prevent the quenching effect. The
interaction between polymer coating and fluorophore can be
either physical or chemical. The potential methods used for
synthesis of core−shell FMPs are displayed in Table 3.
The multilayered coating around the MNP core via the LbL

technique allows tuning of polymer-coating thickness and the
deposition of charged particles or molecules.34,37 For example,
Hong et al. prepared luminescent nanocomposites comprised
of Fe3O4 MNP core (8.5 nm) and CdTe QDs/polyelectrolyte
(PE) multilayers via the LbL assembly approach as shown in

Figure 4. (A) Schematic illustration of the key steps involved in the
synthesis of multifunctional nanocomposites with spatially separated
functionalities using the solvent evaporation method. (B) Orientation-
dependent fluorescence of nanohybrid FMPs. (a) Schematic of
nanoparticles with magnetic fields. The magnetic segment blocked
both excitation and fluorescence when it was facing down but had no
effect on fluorescence when facing up (not in the light path). (b) TEM
images of the nanoparticles with the two phases of similar volume. The
scale bars are 100 nm. (c and d) Fluorescence imaging of nanoparticles
of opposite orientations. Reproduced with permission from ref 33.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Table 3. FMPs Prepared using Polymer-Coated Magnetic Core Immobilized with Fluorescent Entities

polymer fluorophore
magnetic
species method

type of interaction between
fluorophore and polymer or surface

of FMPs ref

PSS and PAH CdTe QDs Fe3O4 LbL physical 34
PSSS and PAH rhodamine B Fe3O4 LbL physical 37
CS FITC γ-Fe2O3 coating of FITC-CS onto γ-Fe2O3 surface chemical 40
CMCS FITC γ-Fe2O3 coating of FITC-CMCS onto silica-coated γ-Fe2O3

surface
chemical 21

commercial polymer
having −SH and
−COOH

CdSe/ZnS γ-Fe2O3 organic/water two-phase mixture chemical 15

poly(St-co-GMA) europium complex
(Eu(AA)3Phen)

Fe3O4 two-step, seed emulsifier-free emulsion
polymerization technique

chemical 43

Poly(St-NIPAM) Eu(AA)3Phen Fe3O4 two-step, seed emulsifier-free emulsion
polymerization technique

chemical 44

P(HEMA)@P(NIPAAM-
co-AA)

FITC Fe3O4 combination of sol−gel, distillation precipitation
polymerization (DPP), and RAFT polymerization
process

chemical 45

PEG 1-pyrene butyric
acid

Aggregated
MnFe2O4

self-assembly chemical 41

poly(HFMA-co-VBK) -g-
PEG

VBK Fe3O4 cluster self-assembly chemical 46

poly(styrene/
divinylbenzene/acrylic
acid) and CS

FITC Fe3O4 miniemulsion polymerization chemical 42
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Figure 5A.34 The number of PE multilayers separating the
nanoparticle layers and the number of QDs/PE deposition

cycles were varied to produce two types of magnetic
luminescent nanocomposites, Fe3O4/PEn/CdTe and Fe3O4/
(PE3/CdTe)n. By using this technique, the selection of a certain
number of inserted PE interlayers and CdTe QD loading on
the nanocomposites could optimize the photoluminescence
properties of the nanocomposites. Hence, the nanocomposites
were easily separated and collected in an external magnetic field
with a highly emitted luminescent signal under irradiation as
shown in Figure 5B. With removal of the magnetic field
followed by vigorous stirring, the aggregations were rapidly
redispersed. It should be mentioned that the magnetic
properties of the nanocomposites also made them possible
for site-specific transport.
Similarly, Gallagher et al. prepared bimodal FMP nanostruc-

tures using the LbL technique.37 Magnetite nanoparticles
(Fe3O4) were initially produced by reacting a mixture of Fe2+

and Fe3+ and poly(sodium-4-styrenesulfonate) (PSSS) aqueous

solution with ammonia. The magnetite-PSSS nanomaterials
were alternately coated with positively charged PAH and
negatively charged PSSS polyelectrolyte multilayers (10 layers
in total). Then, a positively charged rhodamine B layer was
deposited on the last negatively charged PSSS layer. However,
the stability of the obtained particles was limited (only 3 days)
due to the weak ionic interaction between dye and the particle
surface, which precluded their use in biomedical applications.
The strategies for such hybrid nanoparticles require elaborate

chemical processes, including coupling the fluorophore to a
nanoparticle by covalent linkage.21,38−42 Polymers containing
functional groups, such as carboxylic acid and amino groups,
can be effectively conjugated to the functional fluorescent dyes.
The biopolymer chitosan (CS) covalently bound to FITC
(FITC-CS) was synthesized and subsequently coated on the γ-
Fe2O3 MNP surface (FITC-CS@MNP) for cellular imaging.40

The reaction was based on the isothiocyanate group of FITC
and primary amino group of CS. However, the fluorescence
intensity of the FITC-CS@MNP was lower than that of the
FITC-CS due to the quenching effect. Because low molecular
weight (MW) CS was employed, the chance that FITC
molecules were in proximity to the MNP surface was high, and
energy transfer was then initiated. By coating the γ-Fe2O3 MNP
surface with silica and subsequently with carboxymethyl CS
before labeling by FITC, the increased distance prevented the
quenching effect between the MNP surface and FITC
molecules.21

Wang et al. described the formation of luminescent and
magnetic nanocomposites consisting of superparamagnetic core
particles (γ-Fe2O3) and a layer of luminescent CdSe/ZnS QDs
on their surface via an organic/water two-phase mixture.15 The
commercial polymer-coated MNPs were functionalized with
dimercaptosuccinimide acid (DMSA) containing free thiol
(−SH) and carboxyl (−COOH) residues to enable covalent
coupling of the QDs and ligand to separate and subsequently
detect breast cancer cells. The particles, with an average
diameter of 20 nm and ∼15% size variation, showed relatively
smooth morphology and were fully miscible with water. They
also exhibited high emission quantum yield and were easily
separated from solution when applying a permanent magnet.
Furthermore, Zhu et al. successfully produced FMPs via the

two-step, seed emulsifier-free emulsion polymerization techni-
que.43 Fe3O4/poly(styrene-co-glycidyl methacrylate) (St-co-
GMA) nanoparticles were first synthesized as seeds, and then
fluorescent europium complex containing three double bonds,
Eu(AA)3Phen, was copolymerized with the remaining St and
GMA to form the outer fluorescent polymer shell. Besides good
cytocompatibility, the obtained FMPs exhibited excellent
superparamagnetic and fluorescent properties. Using a similar
technique, bilayered OA and sodium undecylenate (NaUA)-
modified Fe3O4 MNPs incorporated in thermoresponsive and
fluorescent Eu(AA)3Phen poly(St-N-isopropylacrylamide) (St-
NIPAM) shell were synthesized.44 NaUA presented on the
surface of MNPs not only enhanced the particle stability via
electrostatic interactions stemming from its negatively charged
carboxylate moieties, but also rendered the modified MNPs
accessible for monomers, which brought about effective
encapsulation. In addition, it was found that magnetic fluid
and Eu(AA)3Phen contents played a crucial role in controlling
the size and morphology of the final composite particles.
Recently, Torkpur-Biglarianzadeh et al. introduced temper-

ature and pH-responsive properties to FMPs and tested their
use in a drug delivery system in which Fe3O4@SiO2@P(2-

Figure 5. (A) Schematic illustration of the LbL process forming
magnetic luminescent nanocomposites. (B) Photographs of magnetic
luminescent nanocomposites under UV irradiation (a) without and
(b) with an external magnetic field. Reproduced with permission from
ref 34. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.
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hydroxyethyl methacrylate)@P(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-
acrylic acid) (Fe3O4@SiO2@P(HEMA)@P(NIPAAM-co-AA))
nanoparticles were synthesized via the combination of sol−gel,
distillation precipitation polymerization (DPP), and reversible
addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization
processes.45 Fe3O4@SiO2@P(HEMA) was first synthesized
through a sol−gel process of tetraethyl orthosilicate and FITC-
conjugated 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane followed by DPP of
HEMA and N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide). After conjugation
with folic acid (FA) (cancer-cell specific targeting) and RAFT
agent, polymerization of NIPAAM and AA took place to
fabricate Fe3O4@SiO2@P(HEMA)@P(NIPAAM-co-AA) nano-
particles. The nanoparticles showed well-defined core−shell
morphology with dazzling green fluorescence. The presence of
multilayers of polymer did not influence their superparamag-
netic properties. A clear suspension at 15 °C and a turbid
suspension at 45 °C confirmed the thermoresponsiveness of
the nanocomposites. Their solubility in aqueous medium can
be altered by changing pH, which associated with the presence
of P(HEMA) and PAA. In addition, high loading of anticancer
drug and controllable drug, which was attributed to the
presence of P(NIPAAM-co-AA) and a cross-linked P(HEMA)
shell, was observed.
For MNP-based bioanalytical applications, a large amount of

MNP core is required. In this case, the MNP core should be
aggregated or encapsulated inside a single matrix before
introducing the fluorophore shell. Figure 6 displays one
example of FMP nanoprobes synthesized using amphiphilic
pyrenyl polyethylene glycol (Py-PEG) as the fluorophore and
aggregated superparamagnetic MnFe2O4 nanocrystals as the
core.41 Py-PEG synthesized by conjugation of hydrophilic PEG
with hydrophobic and fluorescent 1-pyrenebutyric acid through
an esterification process was capable of self-assembly, and it still
maintained a high fluorescence intensity in the aqueous phase.
Py-PEG, a fluorescent surfactant, efficiently encapsulated MNPs
to form nanocomposites possessing fluorescence and magnetic
properties as well as high solubility in water. The obtained

particles clearly showed not only biocompatible and nontoxic
characteristics but also excellent magnetic resonance (MR)
sensitivity and high illumination intensity with strong signal
strength under short exposure time of UV light from the
extensive imaging studies.
Additionally, Chu et al. synthesized poly(2,2,3,4,4,4-hexa-

fluorobutyl methacrylate-co-9-(4-vinylbenzyl)-9H-carbazole)-g-
polyethylene glycol (poly(HFMA-co-VBK)-g-PEG) copolymer
using free radical polymerization to encapsulate OA-modified
Fe3O4 clusters.46 On the basis of self-assembly of the
amphiphilic copolymer, hydrophobic HFMA had a high
tendency to penetrate into the OA shell of the magnetic
cluster and face out the hydrophilic VBK and PEG segments,
which served as the fluorescent unit and stabilizer, respectively,
to the aqueous phase upon encapsulation. The increase in
fluorine content in poly(HFMA-co-VBK)-g-PEG copolymer
brought about the high loading efficiency of MNPs until
reaching a certain fluorine concentration. The prepared FMPs
with an average size of 146 nm possessed good super-
paramagnetic properties and showed vivid blue fluorescence
from the carbazole unit. However, the emission spectra of
Fe3O4-encapsulated poly(HFMA-co-VBK)-g-PEG revealed that
fluorescence intensity of the particles decreased when the
particle concentration was higher than 0.9 mM due to self-
quenching and magnetism of Fe3O4.
It is worth noting that the thin coating layer might be

insufficient to protect the fluorescence quenching effect and to
prevent the oxidation of the metal particle and would be less
stable at high temperature. Therefore, encapsulation of MNPs
in polymer matrix, i.e., magnetic polymeric nanoparticles
(MPNPs) prior to immobilization of fluorescent species is
important.42 Besides avoiding direct contact between MNPs
and the media or the fluorophore, the surface of MPNPs can be
further modified for specific uses in bioanalytical applications.
For example, the carboxylated MPNPs containing MNPs
homogeneously dispersed in poly(styrene/divinylbenzene/
acrylic acid) matrix were prepared via miniemulsion polymer-

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of simultaneous self-assembled fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles as multimodal biomedical imaging probes.
Reproduced with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
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ization. Potassium persulfate and divinylbenzene were used as
water-soluble initiator and cross-linking agent, respectively, to
prepare high content of MNPs (41%) uniformly dispersed in
polymer matrix. The biopolymer, CS, was then coated on the
carboxylated MPNPs via electrostatic interaction between
negatively charged MPNPs and positively charged CS. Because
of the high deacetylation degree of CS, the residual active
functional groups of CS (−NH2) were chemically reacted with
the isothiocyanate group of FITC. By using a proper MW of CS
spacer, the FMPs having high magnetic content and
fluorescence intensity without the quenching effect were
obtained as presented in Figure 7.

3. BIOANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS
The hybrid colloidal FMPs bearing magnetic and fluorescent
properties have proven to be a potential candidate in the
biomedical arena, e.g., in vitro and in vivo cell labeling and
imaging, bioseparation, and in vivo diagnostics and cancer
therapy.47−52 Because of the dual detection modes, i.e.,
fluorescence and magnetism, the use of nanoscale colloidal
FMPs as a multimodal probe would provide the high impact in
nanotechnology. The parallel detection provides a clearer
picture and correct diagnosis compared with the previous
approaches, which may require the process of fixed tissue
samples.5 Moreover, polymer-based FMPs, having a size in the
range of 200 nm or below, have shown promising progress in
bioimaging and cancer therapy due to the presence of the
inherent leakiness of the tumor vascular barrier and dysfunc-
tional lymphatic system, called the EPR effect, in which the
nanoparticles are preferentially accumulated at specific tumor
sites through passive targeting.53,54

3.1. Cell Labeling and Imaging. Several works reported
the use of hybrid colloidal FMPs as a dual contrast reagent. The

idea is to use these particles as probes to obtain directional
information about cell-particle interactions in nonspecific and
specific targeting fashions. For example, the FMPs containing
fluorescein and rhodamine fluorescent dyes were used for
cellular imaging.10 After cellular uptake, the particles were
confined inside endosomes, which are submicron vesicles of the
endocytotic pathway. Moreover, the magnetic manipulation of
these particles was clearly observed under confocal microscopy
by the formation of spectacular fluorescent chains aligned in the
direction of the applied magnetic field.
Another work considered biocompatible nanohybrid FMPs

as bioimaging probes. The FMPs composed of an MNP core
coated with FITC-modified CS were used for cellular
imaging.40 Cancer cells (SMMC-772) were labeled with the
biocompatible nanoparticles, i.e., FITC-CS@MNP FMPs,
which served as both MR contrast agent for MRI and the
optical probe for intravital fluorescence microscopy. With a
clinical 1.5T MR imager, the MR images of samples in
Eppendorf tubes were evaluated. Under T2* weighted image
mode (T2* WI), cells exposed to 15.44 μg of the FMPs for 2 h
could be easily detected as shown in Figure 8A. These labeled
cells could be visualized in a clinical 1.5T MR imager with
detectable cell numbers of ∼104 in vitro. To clarify the location
of FMPs in the cells, the authors performed fluorescence and
electron microscopy. It was observed that the particles were
located inside the cells as well as on the cell surface as
presented in Figure 8B and C. Hence, binding a fluorescent dye
to MNPs enabled their direct imaging and localization in living
cells. Similarly, γ-Fe2O3 MNPs coated with aminopropyl-
containing silica or partially carboxymethyl CS (γ-Fe2O3−
SiO2-AP-CMCS) were used for both MR and fluorescence
molecular imaging as a powerful tool to study the interaction of
the nanoparticles with biological systems. Besides demonstrat-

Figure 7. Schematic representing the preparation of FMPs using the miniemulsion polymerization process followed by CS coating and conjugation
with FITC. Reproduced with permission from ref 42. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
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ing the in vitro use of particles, the labeled particles can be used
for in vivo visualization after being injected into a rat brain.21

The cell implant was clearly visible on the MR image as a
hypointense spot with excellent contrast against the surround-
ing tissue as observed in Figure 9a and b. Histology in Figure 9c
confirmed the deposition of iron oxides in the cell implant that
corresponded to the results from Prussian Blue staining. The
cell implant was also visible under a fluorescence microscope as
illustrated in Figure 9d. Such labeling offered the possibility of
tracking cells by MRI and fluorescent microscopy in cell
cultures or even in living organisms.
Furthermore, dual in vivo imaging of cancer cells labeled with

Cy5.5-conjugated, thermally cross-linked polymer (poly(3-
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate-r-PEG methyl ether
methacrylate-r-N-acryloxysuccinimide)/SPION (Cy5.5 TCL-
SPION) was demonstrated in Figure 10.52 When the particles
were intravenously injected into the rat through its tail vain, the
tumor was unambiguously detected in T2-weighted MRI as a
68% signal drop compared to preinjection as well as in optical
fluorescence images within 4 h, indicating a large accumulation

of the Cy5.5 TCL-SPION residing in the tumor. In addition, ex
vivo fluorescence images of the harvested tumor and other
major organs further confirmed the highest accumulation of the
Cy5.5 TCL-SPION within the tumor, which was supposed to

Figure 8. (A) T2* imaging of different numbers of cells when labeled
with FITC-CS@MNP FMPs in vitro. Cell concentrations ranging
from 5 × 102 to 1 × 105 cells after treatment with 15.44 μg of FMPs
for 2 h were scanned. Unlabeled cells of identical numbers and distilled
water were also scanned as a control group. (B and C) Fluorescence
images of SMMC-7721 cells when incubated with (B) control and (C)
FMPs for 8 h. Reproduced with permission from ref 40. Copyright
2009 Springer.

Figure 9. (a) Coronal and (b) axial MRI from rat mesenchymal stem
cells labeled with FTIC-labeled γ-Fe2O3−SiO2-AP-CMCS nano-
particles. (c) Cell implant stained for iron using Prussian Blue. Scale
bar 0.5 mm. (d) Cell implant visualized in a fluorescence microscope
(green); DAPI (blue) stained cell nuclei. The scale bars are 50 μm.
Reproduced with permission from ref 21. Copyright 2011 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.

Figure 10. (a) T2-weighted fast spin−echo image taken at 0 and 3.5 h
postinjection of 14.7 mg of Cy5.5 TCL-SPION at the level of tumor
(320 mm3) on the flank above the upper left thigh of a nude mouse
and (b) optical fluorescence images of the same mouse taken at 0 and
3.5 h. The red arrows indicate the position of the allograft tumor.
Reproduced with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society.
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be due to the EPR effect. The cross-linked structure and
antibiofouling property of the polymer layer of Cy5.5 TCL-
SPION yielded high stability in physiological medium and high
resistance to uptake by cells of the reticuloendothelial system
organs, such as liver and spleen. Consequently, their circulation
time was long enough to accumulate in the desired tumor tissue
without using any specific targeting ligands.
Another effective in vivo imaging probe for tumor detection

was reported by Lee et al. They synthesized iron oxide
nanoparticle (ION)-loaded OA-conjugated CS conjugated with
Cy5.5 near-infrared (NIR) dye having a diameter of 86.1 nm.55

After intravenous injection through the tail vein of tumor-
bearing mice, the prepared FMPs displayed high signal intensity
in both near-infrared fluorescence and MR imaging via the EPR
effect. In vivo near-infrared fluorescence images of the tumor-
bearing mice confirmed the accumulation of nanoparticles at
the tumor site. The fluorescence intensity of the tumor tissue
continuously increased up to 5 h postinjection and was
obviously observed up to 1 day. The fluorescence signal of the
tumor tissue was significantly higher than that of normal
muscle. In addition, ex vivo near-infrared fluorescence imaging
demonstrated no accumulation of nanoparticles in other
organs, including the heart, spleen, bone, and muscle.
For the targeting specificity to be improved, the surface of

FMPs should be modified or conjugated with specific
molecules, e.g., antibody, to interact with specific antigen on
the target cells. For example, cetuximab-conjugated fluorescent
magnetic nanohybrids (CET-FMNHs) were synthesized for the
detection of human epithelial cancer.30 The carboxylated FMNs
composed of aggregated MnFe2O4 core coated with pyrene-
PCL-poly(methyl methacrylate) amphiphilic block copolymer
were conjugated with CET antibody, epidermal growth factor
(EGF) receptors, and a targeting moiety specific to human
epithelial cancer cells as presented in Figure 11A. For
investigation of the cancer cell-targeted efficacy, the CET-
FMNHs were incubated with A431 cells (high expression of
EGF receptor cancer marker) or MCF7 (low expression of the
cancer marker) using human IgG-conjugated FMNHs (IgG-
FMNHs) as a control. Fluorescence intensity of the treated
MCF7 cells showed minimal shift, which was similar to
nontreated cells, whereas A431 cells treated with CET-FMNHs
demonstrated a higher relative FI compared with IgG-FMNH-
treated cells as shown in Figure 11B (a and b, respectively).
Furthermore, the A431 cells incubated with CET-FMNHs
emitted a fluorescence signal and showed better MR contrast
than the treated MCF7 cells and both cells incubated with
control IgG-FMNHs.
Liu et al. synthesized magnetic/upconversion fluorescent

NaGdF4:Yb,Er nanocrystals (5.1 and 18.5 nm) coated with
PEG.56 The upconversion fluorescent counterpart is favorable
for in vivo imaging as near-infrared excitation, which can better
penetrate into tissue than visible light and hence gives rise to
drastically reduce background noise.56,57 PEGylated NaGd-
F4:Yb,Er nanoparticles showed excellent colloidal stability in
Milli-Q water as well as phosphate-buffered saline. Afterwards,
to increase tumor accumulation, monoclonal anti-EGF receptor
antibody was covalently attached to the nanoparticles via the
click reaction. In vivo imaging was conducted both intra-
peritoneally and in subcutaneously xenografted tumors using
the BALB/c nude mouse model. Strongly shortened T1 values
of the tumor regions indicated that enhancement of MR
contrast was greatly increased by the antibody-functionalized
PEGylated NaGdF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles in both tumor models,

which was probably caused by the EPR effect. Results from
true-color upconversion fluorescence images revealed the
strong emission intensity of the functionalized FMPs 8 h
postinjection. Interestingly, owing to the excellent properties of
the synthesized nanoparticles, subcutaneous tumors smaller
than 2 mm were clearly identified in vivo. Pharmacokinetic
studies revealed that the elimination pathway of these
nanoparticles is particle size dependent. Because the small
size of NaGdF4:Yb,Er nanocrystals (5.1 nm) took the renal
elimination pathway, the biological half-time was estimated to
be 1.4 days, whereas the biological half-time of the larger sized
nanoparticles (18.5 nm) was ∼8.2 days according to fecal
excretion.
MNPs coated with PEG-modified phospholipid micelle

structure that was conjugated with fluorescent Texas red dye
and Tat-peptide were used for the imaging of primary human
dermal fibroblast cells and Madin-Darby bovine kidney derived
cells. The particles showed high efficiency to conjugate various
moieties for specific intracellular and tissue imaging.58

More recently, MNPs encapsulated in fluorescent oligo(p-
phenyleneethynylene)-PEG-FA (MNPs@OPE-PEG-FA) shell
were synthesized for targeting MR and two-photon optical
imaging in vitro and in vivo.59 The OPE having a large two-
photo absorption (2PA) cross-section offers deeper tissue
penetration and less photobleaching and photodamage, where-
as PEG can avoid fast clearance of particles from the immune

Figure 11. (A) Schematic illustration as multimodal imaging agents for
cancer detection. (B) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of (a)
A431 and (b) MCF7 cells; red, nontreated cells; green, IgG-FMNH-
treated cells; and blue, CET-FMNHs. Reproduced with permission
from ref 30. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.
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system and FA molecules act as a cancer-targeting ligand. Using
a mouse tumor model, compared with the T2-weighted images
of HeLa tumors before MNPs@OPE-PEG-FA injection, an
obvious decrease in signal intensity could be detected 4 h after
injection. In addition, the MRI T2 signals of the tumor area
were more significantly enhanced. High accumulation of
particles induced by FA suggested their effective targeting
capability.
3.2. Bioseparation. FMPs can not only be used as

multimodal probes but also in bioseparations under magnetic
field modulation.6 The FMPs, prepared by incorporation of
MNPs into PS particles before being coated with CdTe QDs,
were conjugated with EGF (MNPs/CdTe-EGF) for labeling
and separating the specific human breast cancer MDA-MB-
435S cells. The MNPs/CdTe-EGF bioconjugates binding to
the overexpressed EGF receptor cancer cells could be applied
simultaneously for cell labeling and separation.
3.3. Theranostic Applications. For theranostic (diagnos-

tic and therapeutic) applications of FMPs, the fluorescent unit
was used for optical diagnostics, and the magnetic part was used
for therapy. Incorporation of therapeutic agents, i.e., small drug
molecules or SiRNA, into the FMPs is also a key point of
theranostic materials. The utilization of polymer-based FMPs
for cancer therapy has been extensively studied. It is believed
that the highly dispersible and biocompatible FMPs are able to
enhance drug efficacy compared with free drugs. The
encapsulation of drug and on-site delivery prolong circulation
half-life, and sustain or trigger drug release.60

The Janus FMPs were studied as for imaging and
magnetolytic therapy for cancer cells as shown in Figure
12a.33 On the basis of magnetic modulation (the orientation
strategy for cell imaging application), cell-particle attachment
was achieved through nonspecific adsorption facilitated by
magnetic manipulation as clearly observed in Figure 12b under
a fluorescence microscope. For investigation of the therapeutic

effect of the particles through magnetic field-modulated damage
of cell membranes, cells were placed in a spinning magnetic
field (50 rpm), which generated a mechanical force on the cell
membrane. After 15 min of exposure to the spinning magnetic
field, the majority of the tumor cells were killed and identified
by Trypan blue staining as shown in Figure 12f. Figure 12c
indicated that the number of living cells after magnetolytic
therapy compared with that of the control was reduced by 77%,
whereas those missing either nanocomposites or magnetic field
in Figure 12d and e showed >99.5% cell survival.
Although the hybrid particles with Janus morphology offer

high potential for use in bioanalytical fields, a few applications
of Janus FMP-based polymer systems have been reported. The
performance as biomarkers of Janus FMPs, such as Au/Fe3O4
and/or Ag/Fe3O4, was explored by selective binding with live
tagged cells enabling detection, magnetic recovery, and
therapy.61,62

The innovative FMPs not only present fluorescence
diagnostic and magnetic separation but also carry drugs for
specific therapy. PLGA particles encapsulated SPION, Mn:ZnS
QDs, and busulfan, an anticancer drug synthesized via
emulsion-evaporation process, were applied for drug delivery
and imaging. After incubating with J774A murine macrophage
cells, the particles exhibited high cellular uptake efficiency.
Fluorescence intensity was detected within 2 h and a reached
maximum intensity at 24 h of incubation. The high value of
transverse relaxivity for PLGA-SPION-Mn:ZnS vesicles, 523
s−1 mM−1 Fe, indicated their high efficiency for MR T2*
imaging. The vesicles demonstrated high entrapment efficiency
for the lipophilic drug busulfan and sustained drug release.
These results revealed the capacity of the synthesized particles
for delivery of chemotherapeutic agents into the cells as well as
their usefulness as an optical imaging agent.35

Selective surface functionalization plays a critical role in
imaging probes for providing novel simultaneous targeting
capabilities, complex drug release profiles, and smart imaging
competence. Dumbbell-like gold/magnetite (Au/Fe3O4) nano-
particles served as a multifunctional platform for target-specific
platin delivery into Her2-positive breast cancer cells.61 The
presence of two different surfaces of the nanoparticle within
one nanostructure facilitates the controlled functionalization of
each particle. The platin complex was anchored on the optical
Au side and the Her2-specific monoclonal antibody Herceptin
chosen as a targeting agent was linked to Fe3O4. The release of
the therapeutic platin under low pH conditions allowed the
nanoparticles to conjugate and be more toxic to the targeted
tumor cells than free cisplatin. These carriers were achieved as
target-specific delivery through strong antibody−antigen
interactions and receptor-mediated endocytosis.
There have been reports on the use of polymer-based

theranostic multifunctional nanoparticles in nanotechnology,
for example, targeted imaging, separation, and photothermal
destruction of rare tumor cells from the whole blood sample.63

The magnetic-gold core−shell star-shaped nanoparticles were
coated with thiolated polyethylene glycol (HS-PEG) and then
functionalized with aptamer to avoid nonspecific interactions
with blood cells. In this case, magnetic core was used for cell
isolation and enrichment, and the star shape of gold plasmonic
shells was used as both a photothermal agent and a
nanoplatform. Because of surface roughness, star-shaped
magnetic-plasmonic particles certainly enhanced protein corona
attachment, cellular uptake, and magnetic separation capability.
The Cy3 fluorescence probe-modified S6 aptamer was attached

Figure 12. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental
conditions and magnetolytic therapy. Nanohybrid FMPs were brought
down to the cell surface by magnetic attraction with nonspecific
interaction. (b) Fluorescence imaging of cells coated with nano-
composites. (c, f) Magnetolytic therapy on tumor cells (dead cells
appear blue due to Trypan blue staining) (f) resulting in dead cells.
The number of living cells in (f) compared with that in (c) was
reduced by 77%, whereas those in (d) and (e) showed greater than
99.5% cell survival. Reproduced with permission from ref 33.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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to the magnetic-plasmonic theranostic nanoparticle for specific
SK-BR-3 breast cancer cell recognition. Whole blood sample
spiked SK-BR-3 cells showed that Cy3-attached S6 aptamer-
conjugated theranostic nanoparticles could be used for
fluorescence imaging and magnetic separation even in 0.001%
mixtures. A targeted photothermal experiment of the particles
using 1064 nm near-IR light at 2−3 W/cm3 for 10 min
exhibited selective irreparable cellular damage to most of the
SK-BR-3 cancer cells. The theranostic-driven assay would have
enormous potential for applications as a contrast agent and
therapeutic actuators for cancer.
In recent studies, theranostic nanoparticles composed of the

anticancer drug docetaxel (DTX) and magnetic manganese
oxide (MnO) nanoparticles encapsulated with fluorescent dye-
labeled amphiphilic polymer for dual modal imaging and
chemotherapy were developed.64 The hydrophobic side chain
of the polymer was likely to interact with hydrophobic DTX
drug, enabling high loading efficiency, whereas its hydrophilic
backbone facilitated the dispersion of the nanoparticles in
aqueous phase. Results from human breast cancer cell (MDA-
MB-231) uptake indicated the accumulation of the particles in
cell cytoplasm, and the uptake occurred through energy-
dependent endocytosis pathways as observed for other
polymer-based nanoparticle systems. At 48 h, ∼50% of DTX
was released from the particles. The sustained release of DTX
can provide a prolonged therapeutic effect, avoiding the need
for frequent administration of nanoparticle formulation. From
in vivo biodistribution (mouse model), a strong whole-body
fluorescence signal remained for up to 7 days, indicating
accumulation and prolonged retention of the particles.
Considerable clearance of particles via the renal route occurred
within the first 24 h.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
Polymeric colloidal particles composed of fluorescence and
magnetic properties were exploited in materials science and
bioanalytical applications. The multifunctional FMPs can be
controlled by an external magnetic field to be guided to a
targeted area and reside there until the diagnostic or treatment
is completed prior to removal of an external stimuli. All
processes can be monitored by MRI and fluorescence
microscopy allowing for full control over the processes.
Moreover, if the particles are significantly small but can still
integrate magnetic and fluorescent properties without interfer-
ing with the detection, they would open up the unique
possibility of controlled target-directed applications. This is of
particular importance in medicine, as one major disadvantage of
any nanoparticles in therapy is the problem of getting the
particle to the site of interest.
FMPs have been prepared by various synthetic approaches

mainly based on the encapsulation of fluorescence together
with MNPs in polymer matrix and fabrication of a polymer-
coated magnetic core immobilized with fluorescent entities
strategies. The first is the easiest way to produce the FMPs and
is an effective method ensuring full incorporation between
MNPs and fluorophores, which reduces their being washed off
in media. However, it risks a fluorescence quenching effect due
to the closing of fluorescence and magnetic domains. The
coating of MNPs with a protective shell or a polymer spacer
before the attachment of fluorophore for the latter method has
been employed as this approach could provide an appropriate
distance between the fluorophore and the surface of MNPs.
Besides using polymer as matrix and spacer, the functionaliza-

tion of polymers is the important step to improve the efficiency
of FMPs. The use of biocompatible and/or biodegradable
polymers makes polymer-based FMPs more attractive as benign
as well as smart nanomaterials in the nanotechnology field.
The serious fluorescence quenching effect is still the main

problem for combining the two properties within one particle,
which is a significant challenge to overcome and to obtain such
high potential particles for use in more specific fields,
particularly in biomedicine. However, despite all the recent
progress, the FMP area is still in an infancy stage, and
significant efforts are needed for further development of these
materials and their utilizations.
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